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Message from the Guest Editors

SAR is an advanced sensor for upper ocean monitoring.
During the Satellite Hurricane Observation Campaign
(SHOC), tropical cyclones are captured by various SARs, i.e.,
Sentinel-1 and Gaofen-3. In this sense, developing
algorithms for SAR retrievals in tropical cyclones is
worthwhile. Furthermore, combining the SAR
measurements and numeric models brings the opportunity
to prompt research on the complicate dynamics at air–sea
layer.

This Special Issue welcomes the submission of original
research manuscripts or reviews in, but not limited to, the
following topics:

Backscattering theory of remote sensing in tropical
cyclone;
Algorithm for SAR retrievals (i.e., wind, wave,
current, etc.);
Extreme sea state using a numeric wave model;
Disaster assessment caused by tropical cyclone;
Analysis of characteristics of tropical cyclone;
Other tropical cyclone-relevant applications using
other remote sensors.
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Message from the Editor-in-Chief

Remote Sensing is now a prominent international journal
of repute in the world of remote sensing and spatial
sciences, as a pioneer and pathfinder in open access
format. It has highly accomplished global remote sensing
scientists on the editorial board and a dedicated team of
associate editors. The journal emphasizes quality and
novelty and has a rigorous peer-review process. It is now
one of the top remote sensing journals with a significant
Impact Factor, and a goal to become the best journal in
remote sensing in the coming years. I strongly recommend
Remote Sensing for your best research publications for a
fast dissemination of your research.
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